
Design and Build The 22nd Mission

You will design and build a model of a new mission.  In some ways it will be quite similar to the 
original 21 missions, but in other ways it will be quite different.

The world has changed quite a lot since Father Serra’s time.  Nowadays, people are concerned 
about the environment, and try to design building in environmentally-friendly ways.  In 
addition, there are laws protecting people from mistreatment.  We also try to respect and 
appreciate other people’s differences now, without asking them to change their customs, 
traditions and beliefs.  

Your mission project will include both the building of a mission, and a presentation folder.  You 
must meet the following criteria:

FOLDER REQUIREMENTS

_____ Folder cover- Should have the name of your missions and a picture or illustration of it.  
Your name, plus the month and year, should go on the front cover as well. (5 PTS)

_____A map showing the location of your mission.  To pick your location, you should use the 
same requirements Father Serra had to use:  near water, near land that is good for 
farming, near people who can work at your mission, and about a day’s walk from another 
mission. (5 PTS)

_____ A floor plan of your mission’s interior and exterior.  It should be drawn and colored on 
graph paper.  (5 PTS)

_____ Separate paragraphs (minimum 4) that answer ethical issues.  This is the most 
important part of the project.  Discuss these questions with your family.  Your answers 
should show that you have spent time thinking about these issues:  
a.  How does your mission help the community?  Does the word “mission” have the 
same meaning today as it did in Father Serra’s day?  (5 PTS)
b.  Who does the work at your mission?  Why do they do it?  What do they get in return?  
Might some people who work there be motivated by something other than money? 
(5 PTS)
c.  How does your mission make money to pay for things, such as the electric and water 
bills?  What other expenses might the mission have?  Can the mission make money 
through it’s own resources?  (5 PTS)
d.  What kind of church does your mission have?  Who goes there?  What does the 
church offer them?  (5 PTS)

_____ All written components on the presentation must be very neat or typed.  Spelling and 
grammar errors should be minimal and not impede understanding.  (5 PTS)

MISSION MODEL REQUIREMENTS (3D MODEL)

_____The mission should sit on a sturdy surface, which should be no larger than 18”x18.” (5 
PTS)

_____The outside of your mission (the surface) should be decorated to include real mission 
features, such as a garden, a courtyard, a cemetery and a fountain.  (5 PTS)



Design and Build The 22nd Mission

_____ The mission should be made by you, but family members can help.  Must be handmade 
or found (not store bought) materials and should demonstrate elements of 
environmentally friendly design.  (5 PTS)

_____The mission should be your original and creative design.  It does NOT have to be entirely 
in the Spanish style of real missions (it can be more modern for example), but it has to 
have some similar Spanish-style features.  The mission CANNOT include any real food 
items.  (5 PTS)

_____ Mission has your name on it. (5 PTS) 

HABITS OF MIND REQUIREMENTS 

_____ Project is turned in on time (Striving for Accuracy) (5 PTS)

_____ Presentation folder is visually appealing (Creating, Imagining and Innovating). (5 PTS) 

_____ Presentation folder includes all components (Thinking and Communication with Clarity 
and Precision) (5 PTS)

_____ Map and floor plan are labeled and easy to ready.  (Thinking and Communication with 
Clarity and Precision). (5 PTS)

_____ Ethical questions show careful thought and creative ideas that take today’s values and 
laws into account. (Creating, Imagining and Innovating/ Applying Past Knowledge to 
New Situations).  (5 PTS)

_____ Mission reflects care for the environment (Responding with Wonderment and Awe).  (5 
PTS)

TOTAL POINTS: ______/  95 


